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1 Introduction
The current growth of the BGP routing tables [15] and Forwarding Information bases
(FIB) on core routers worries several operators and vendors [21]. Another issue is the
growth of the number of BGP messages that need to be processed by BGP routers [16].
This is not the first time that the Internet is confronted with such problems. The most
successful solution has been the introduction of Classless Interdomain Routing (CIDR)
[13]. Other solutions such as using the DNS to aid routing [14] were proposed, but not
implemented. CIDR allowed to significantly reduce the growth rate of the BGP routing
tables until a few years ago. Today, CIDR is not sufficient anymore due to the growth
of multihomed stub ASes [1, 15].

This work in progress document is divided in two parts. In section 2, we first dis-
cuss several of the implicit assumptions of the current interdomain routing architecture.
Then, in section 3, we discuss several alternatives to these assumptions and highlight
some design choices.

2 Assumptions
In this section, we discuss several of the implicit assumptions of the current interdo-
main routing architecture and their implications.

2.1 IANA-based address allocation
For many years, the IP addresses have been manually assigned. IANA or the regional
registries maintain a pool of IP addresses and allocate the IP addresses in two flavors :

• Provider Independent (PI) address

• Provider Aggregatable (PA) address

The IANA-based manual address allocation has been extended to the providers
receiving PA addresses. Those providers also maintain a registry and manually, or
partially manually, allocate sub prefixes in their PA space. When a network receives
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a prefix from IANA, a regional registry or its provider, its network operators manu-
ally assign addresses from the received prefix to their routers and servers. The only
place where the Internet managed to achieve automatic allocation of addresses is the
endsystem with the success of DHCP and auto-configuration. Due to the large num-
ber of places where IP addresses are manually configured or specified, renumbering
the IP addresses of a network is a difficult problem [7, 5]. The available renumbering
techniques [3, 4] are complex and cannot be fully automated.

2.2 An IP address is both a locator and an identifier
Since the beginning of the Internet, an IP address has been associated to a single layer-
2 interface. Thus, the IP address serves as a locator. Unfortunately, an IP address
also serves as an identifier. It is only recently that standardised solutions have been
proposed to allow the transport layer to work more independently from the network
layer [30]. There is also ongoing work to support multiple locators below the transport
layer [22, 24].

2.3 ASes are visible entities in the interdomain routing system
The current interdomain routing system is used to distribute prefixes, but it assumes
that each prefix belongs to one Autonomous System. An AS is defined as “a set of
routers under a single technical administration . . . the administration of an AS appears
to other ASes to have a single coherent interior routing plan, and presents a consistent
picture of the destinations that are reachable through it” in [28].

Mechanisms have been added to the interdomain routing system to allow an AS to
aggregate several prefixes received from its peers before announcing a larger IP prefix
[8], but those mechanisms are not aggressively used by ISPs. The large number of
multihomed stubs [15] is one of the reasons for the limited usage of aggregation.

The utilisation of the AS-Path as a loop avoidance mechanism in the BGP protocol
has increased the reliance on the ASes in the current interdomain routing system. AS-
Paths have been used for other purposes such as inferring the interdomain topology
[31].

2.4 Interdomain routing convergence
When a link fails, the interdomain routing protocol needs to converge to let the entire
Internet know an alternate path to reach the destinations affected by the failure. The
convergence of the interdomain routing system has been relatively slow in the past [17].
Recent measurements show that interdomain routing convergence remains relatively
slow [34].

2.5 Traffic engineering
The interdomain routing system was designed to support a best-effort service by al-
lowing each participating router to advertise one path towards each destination prefix
modulo its routing policies. However, due to congestion, routing policies, traffic storms
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and other issues, operators have tweaked the interdomain routing protocol and used it to
redirect traffic flows to achieve load balancing and other traffic engineering objectives.

2.6 Security is not a strong concern
When the interdomain routing architecture was designed, few researchers considered
security issues or misconfiguration problems. The evolution of the Internet has shown
that misconfiguration are common events [18] and attacks have become a stronger con-
cern recently [23, 25].

3 Alternative Interdomain Routing Architecture
In this section, we evaluate several alternatives to the current interdomain routing ar-
chitecture and discuss their potential benefits. We try to favour simplicity whenever
possible with the aim of reducing the size of the routers’ FIB and the number of BGP
update messages while still allowing the support of added value services such as fast
convergence or traffic engineering.

3.1 Separating locators and identifiers
The separation between locator and identifier functions of IP addresses has been pro-
posed to solve several problems of the current Internet architecture.

There is debate currently on whether the locators should identify routers/middleboxes
(e.g. LISP, proxy-shim6, . . . ) or endsystems (e.g. shim6, HIP). We believe that it is
too early to choose. Both have advantages and drawbacks when considering both long
term and short term issues. A new interdomain routing architecture should not dic-
tate the exact placement of locators. It should allow the architecture to evolve from
host-attached to middlebox attached locators and the opposite.

In some cases, e.g. a single endsystem attached to two different providers, a host-
based solution would be natural. However, in enterprise networks, requiring each
endsystem to implement a complex protocol may not be the best solution, especially
since the network managers often want to control the flow of the packets for traffic
engineering purposes.

3.2 Automatic allocation of locators
When CIDR was proposed, it was successful in reducing the growth rate of the BGP
routing tables by allowing ISPs to better aggregate the prefixes that they advertise [15].
Unfortunately, this success did not continue, mainly due to two factors :

1. the growth of multihoming forced ISPs to advertise more and more more specific
prefixes, which increased the size of the FIBs and the number of BGP Update
messages [16]

2. there is a pressure from enterprise networks to use PI address space because IP
address renumbering is considered too costly
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Despite all the work done on renumbering IP addresses [7, 9, 3], enterprise net-
works are still reluctant to renumber their IP addresses when their provider changes.

The renumbering problem, given all the existing manual configurations of ad-
dresses will always remain a difficult problem. If the Internet moves towards the utili-
sation of locators, we should not redo the same error and start immediately to work
on the development of a protocol/mechanism to automatically allocate locators. If
there is a mechanism in place to automatically allocate locators, then it will be easier
for a network to change them when required.

Let us briefly describe a possible way to solve this problem. When a client network
is attached to a provider network, a protocol should be used by the provider network to
announce to the client network the prefix that the client network should use. This pro-
tocol could be a new BGP AFI or could be a new protocol relying on certificates such
as the certificates being defined by the SIDR working group. With such certificates,
when the customer signs a contracts with its provider, its receives a certificate signed
by the provider and valid for the duration of the contract. When the client presents a
valid certificate to its provider over a BGP peering, the provider replies with a certifi-
cate containing the locator prefix allocated to the client network. Then, a mechanism
should be used inside the client network to distribute the received prefix. This mech-
anism should also allow the network to allocate sub-prefixes to its own customers. It
should be possible for a network to indicate to its customers a list of allocated sub-
prefixes with orders of preference. It should also be possible for an ISP to remove (or
mark as unusable) a previously allocated locator prefix.

Of course, automatic allocation of locators is not sufficient to maintain low FIB
sizes. The key issue to reduce the size of the FIBs is to be able to efficiently aggregate
locators. To achieve this aggregation, multiple locator prefixes will be allocated to each
customer network. Using multiple locators inside a single customer network provide
several benefits in terms of path diversity [11]. Provider Aggregatable Locators (PAL)
should be the default for stub ASes. Provider Independent Locators (PIL) would be the
default for Tier-1 ISPs. For smaller ISPs, either PA or PI locators could be used. We
believe that in the long term the benefits of PA locators will encourage small transit
ISPs to also utilise such locators.

3.3 Removing ASes from the interdomain routing system
The main objective of the interdomain routing system is the distribution of locators.
When redesigning the interdomain routing system, we should not assume that ASes
necessarily need to be visible entities exposed by the interdomain routing proto-
col. The visibility of the ASes is an artifact of today’s path-vector based interdomain
routing. Path vectors have been introduced in BGP to avoid loops, but they cause path
exploration and are responsible for a fraction of the exchanged BGP messages [26].
Alternative interdomain routing protocols have been proposed and should be explored
[32].
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3.4 Interdomain routing convergence
Link failures are common events that affect both internal links inside ASes and peering
links between ASes [6]. Studies published in the literature show that many link fail-
ures last for a short period of time [20, 6]. Inside ASes, the success of MPLS-based
restoration local techniques [33] has shown that it is better to react locally instead of
reacting globally. Solutions have been proposed to protect peering links [6] in transit
and stub ASes. and other IP-based solutions are being developed by IETF to protect
intradomain links [29].

With the current BGP interdomain routing protocol, two timer-based techniques
have been introduced to reduce the amount of BGP messages exchanged after a topol-
ogy change. The MRAI timer allows to wait some time for an iBGP convergence
before advertising update messages over eBGP sessions. The BGP dampening process
was a reaction to link flaps, but it is not anymore favoured by operators since it has a
negative impact on the BGP convergence time [19].

We believe that the interdomain routing system should follow the same approach
to handle link failures as for links inside ISP networks. Instead of potentially ad-
vertising globally each link failure, the interdomain routing system should always
favour a local reaction :

• local restoration provides a faster recovery upon peering link failure without re-
quiring a complete convergence [6]

• as many ASes are multiconnected, there is often a backup link between the two
concerned ASes that allows to maintain the reachability of the affected locators

• if a failure lasts for a long period, then instead of advertising the failure in the in-
terdomain routing system, it should be possible to deprecate the locator allocated
over the failed link

The last bullet implies that the locator allocation mechanism should support the
removal or the deprecation of a previously assigned set of locators. When there is a
single unprotected link between a provider and a customer network, the failure of this
link implies that the locators assigned to the customer network are no longer reachable.
Upon detection of the failure, the router attached to the peering link in the provider
network will send ICMP locator unreachable messages upon reception of a packet des-
tined to the customer network. Upon reception of such messages the correspondent
ASes should consult the mapping mechanism to determine a new locator to reach the
concerned identifiers. The customer network should handle the failure by updating
its id-locator mapping to indicate that the locators assigned by the provider attached
to the failed peering link are not reachable anymore. This will ensure that new flows
established by remote networks will not use the failed locator anymore.

3.5 Traffic engineering
Traffic engineering is often a requirement for both transit and stub ASes [2]. In the
current interdomain routing system, traffic engineering is often done by tweaking the
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BGP advertisements [27]. However, we would like to point out that there are different
types of traffic engineering activities, such as :

• selecting the path with the lowest delay to reach a given destination

• selecting the path with the highest bandwidth to reach a given destination

• forcing outgoing packets to use a given peering link

• forcing incoming packets to use a given peering link

With a locator-id split, the traffic engineering problem can be solved at different
levels. The first level is the mapping mechanism that will be used to map identifiers to
locators. This mechanism should allow to map an identifier to a set of locators, possibly
with a preference ordering. The entity that controls such a mapping mechanism, can
easily use it for traffic engineering purposes. This solution can work as demonstrated
by the success and deployment of Content Distribution Networks today. We believe
that tuning the mapping mechanism is the most efficient and the most scalable
way to allow networks to engineer their incoming packet flows. When an entity
selects a locator to reach a given identifier among the various locators proposed by
the mapping mechanism, it can also engineer its outgoing traffic by performing this
selection. For example, in a shim6 context, we have shown how to perform such traffic
engineering to achieve load-balancing [10] or favour low-delay paths [12].

The mapping mechanism offers much better flexibility for the traffic engineering
decisions than the interdomain routing protocol. Thus, the mapping mechanism should
be the preferred way to perform traffic engineering actions and the interdomain routing
should remain as static as possible.

4 Conclusion
In this work-in-progress document, we have discussed several requirements for a new
interdomain routing architecture relying on the locator-id split. Our key findings can
be summarised as follows :

• The new interdomain architecture should not dictate the exact placement of lo-
cators. It should allow both host- and router-attached locators.

• The new interdomain architecture must support the automatic allocation of loca-
tors.

• ASes should not necessarily be visible entities in the interdomain routing system.

• Fast convergence should not be a requirement for the interdomain routing proto-
col of the new architecture. Local restoration mechanisms should be favoured to
handle link failures.

• The identifier-locator mapping mechanism should be able to support traffic en-
gineering without any impact on the interdomain routing protocol.
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